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January 2, 2023 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey‐Sánchez, J.D., State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Re:  Creating Idaho’s North‐South Middle Mile Network 
   
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board, 
Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) and Intermountain Infrastructure Group (IIG) are pleased to submit our 
written proposal to construct, own, and manage a broadband network connecting northern Idaho from Grangeville 
to southern Idaho at Star.  Our attached proposal narrative and the route map (Appendix A) has not changed since it 
was first submitted as a response to the State of Idaho’s RFI on December 1, 2022. We have included additional 
support letters totaling 44 respondents (Appendix B) and have added Appendix C providing fundamental 
assumptions.  This cover letter specifically responds to the three broadband priorities in your December 22, 2022 
call for proposals: 
 
1. Middle‐Mile Broadband Infrastructure:  This is a middle mile infrastructure project.  We propose the 

construction of a 198‐mile, 288‐strand fiber connection “linking our core network to last mile service 
providers.”  Using the latest technology, Idaho Transportation Department’s “Dig Once” policy, and with 
approximately 99% of the network underground, this infrastructure will provide scaled capacity and reliability 
for at least three decades. As open access infrastructure, it will create a free‐market environment providing 
opportunity for existing Idaho “last mile” service providers and encouraging new Idaho “last mile” service 
providers to enter communities.  This project is dependent on the Port of Lewiston being able to complete 
their Moscow to Lewiston to Grangeville middle mile network—collectively creating a new 314‐mile north to 
south middle mile network. 
 

2. Shovel Ready: This project is shovel ready.  This project is mapped, fielded, and priced using current vendor 
input.  This project has been aligned with two middle mile plans completed in 2022 by independent 
consultants.  Should this project be funded and a contract with the State of Idaho fully executed, it will be 
ready to enter the permit process.  It is estimated to take 36 months to complete and bring online after grant 
execution.      

 
3. Financial Match: 75% of this project will be funded by IIG/IRON.  IRON and IIG commit to providing $60 

million of the $80 million cost.   
 
This project directly supports five counties and nine communities that are underserved today.  It builds open access 
middle mile infrastructure that does not currently exist and positions Idaho for competitive BEAD funding 
opportunities.  To ensure the maximum amount of access can be provided, we plan to contact last mile Idaho 
providers and local communities for them to provide input into the final implementation.  
Thank you for giving us this opportunity to help you meet Idaho’s broadband vision for 2027!  Should you have 
questions, please direct them to Brent Stacey at (208) 520‐4617. 
In appreciation,  

                                                        

 

Brent Stacey, President/CEO      Jeff Yount, President/CEO 
Idaho Regional Optical Network     Intermountain Infrastructure Group   
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Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 

A Fiber Connection between Grangeville and Star 
 

 

To attain Idaho’s 2027 vision of reliable, affordable, accessible high-speed internet, a strategic 

priority buildout of middle mile is required before Idaho addresses the last mile infrastructure needs 
that plague the state.  A robust north-south fiber segment with multiple east-west fiber connections or 
loops ensures each Idaho community can be physically networked through backbone infrastructure.   

Did you know that Idaho lacks an instate fiber connection between northern and southern Idaho with all 
broadband Idaho services traveling through Oregon and Washington?  Yes, our state’s primary middle 
mile connectivity for education, healthcare, public safety, government, and commerce bypasses the 
rural communities of Central Idaho.   Is there no greater example of Idaho’s digital divide?  

The Project:  With the State of Idaho’s financial support and commitment to ensure access to 

broadband for all citizens, Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) and Intermountain Infrastructure 
Group (IIG) are ready to take on Idaho’s most deficient and challenging middle mile network gap by 
constructing, owning, and managing a fiber segment linking Grangeville to Star. Complying with Idaho’s 
“Dig Once” policy, the infrastructure will be constructed through Idaho, Adams, Valley, Gem, and Ada 
counties providing middle mile access to Grangeville, White Bird, Riggins, New Meadows, McCall, 
Donnelly, Cascade, Emmett, and Star.  The 198 mile, open-access network will consist of one conduit 
with 288-strand fiber cable.  By being buried underground or bored into rock, it will be highly secure and 
reliable.  This middle mile network of 288-strand fiber markedly increases Idaho’s broadband service 
capacity and reliability up and down the state for at least the next three decades. For the project route, 
see Appendix A.   

IIG will provide services to commercial providers for commerce; IRON will continue its mission of serving 
education, healthcare, public safety, and governmental needs.  144 strands of the fiber will be owned 
and managed by IRON with IIG owning and managing the remaining 144 strands.  IIG will maintain the 
entire fiber system.   

 “Shovel-ready” 198-mile, 288-strand fiber network filling Idaho’s middle mile gap between Grangeville and 
Star. 
 

• Supporting Idaho’s 2027 Vision; directly serving 5 counties/9 communities currently bypassed 

• Providing 21st century capacity and reliability through a 99% underground network 

• Improving affordability through non-discriminatory multiple provider access for last mile service 

• Positions Idaho for BEAD funding opportunities 

• Connecting with the Port of Lewiston Moscow-Grangeville Network in Grangeville to create a 314-mile 
open access, middle mile backbone from Moscow to Boise that does not currently exist 

• Providing a redundant access point in Grangeville for a fiber link between Orofino, Nezperce, and 
Grangeville that is essential for DIGB2’s public safety needs 

• Private/public owners committed to maintain the network; scaled capacity for at least three decades 
 

An $80 million community asset truth-tested through partners! $60 million in private investment/$20 million in 
State of Idaho public support. 
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The upcoming Port of Lewiston’s Moscow to Grangeville open-access, middle mile project that physically 
connects Latah, Nez Perce, Lewis, and Idaho counties is critical to this Grangeville to Star project and 
benefits the state through these collective efforts.  Combined, the extended north-south network allows 
for high-speed instate transference with interstate connectivity. The two north-south segments will 
ensure middle mile capacity of open access infrastructure supporting Idaho’s telecommunication needs 
for at least the next 30 years and shall finally culminate two decades of studies and failed attempts.  

The construction team anticipates that this $80 million project will take 36 months to permit, construct, 
test, and bring the network online.  If permitting can begin by September 2023, construction should 
commence by April 2024.  With the State of Idaho support of $20 million and $60 million in private 
investment, Idaho gains a Grangeville-Star open access solution closing the middle mile gap between 
northern and southern Idaho.  For project assumptions and schedule, see Appendix C. 

The Planning:   

• In 2003, this middle mile gap was identified as north-central Idaho’s single largest infrastructure 
deficiency at an economic summit hosted in Lewiston and has remained central to the region’s 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for two decades.  Regional economic 
development, internet service providers, and public safety partners have pushed for a solution.   
 

• Between 2005 and 2010, a middle mile assessment was conducted, a feasibility study was 
developed, and a Request for Proposal was issued seeking a commercial provider solution.   
 

• In 2009, the Idaho State Legislature passed House Concurrent Resolution No. 21 supporting the 
planning and construction of new fiber communication facilities between the cities of Riggins 
and Grangeville.     
 

• In 2010, Frontier Communication was unsuccessful in securing federal stimulus funding for the 
middle mile gap.  
 

• In 2011, the project was highlighted in the state’s LinkIdaho strategic plan.  
 

• In 2015, the District 2 Interoperability Governance Board (DIGB2) representing Latah, Lewis, 
Idaho, Nez Perce, and Clearwater county governments began working on public safety middle 
mile telecommunication issues.   
 

• In 2019, the project was highlighted in the recommendations made by Governor Little’s State 
Broadband Task Force.  
 

• In 2022, Idaho County and DIGB2 completed a feasibility study for a buried, middle mile 
network.   The study results were considered in the development of this project’s route and 
estimate of costs.  

IRON, IIG, and regional partners prepared to apply for National Telecommunication Information 
Administration (NTIA) 2022 Middle Mile funding.   After exhausting options, the partnership abandoned 
the application.  Federal grant requirements were expensive and did not allow for the partnership to 
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create the appropriate ownership and management structure to ensure success.  Public support from 
the State of Idaho without federal strings is now essential. 

The Partners:  In 2007, the non-profit Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) was formed to offer 

high-speed and low-cost broadband network access for higher education, research, healthcare, local 
government, and public safety. Principal members are Idaho universities/colleges, the Idaho Hospital 
Association, and the Idaho National Laboratory.  Its private partner, Intermountain Infrastructure Group, 
LLC (IIG), owns and operates a backbone and local networks in California, Washington, Illinois, and 
Nevada.  IIG has 350 network miles with 1,100 miles currently under construction.  

The Port of Lewiston, Clearwater Economic Development Association, and DIGB2 have had direct input 
into this project’s planning and design to ensure local community needs are addressed.  Regular 
communication with Valley County partners is ongoing so that this project complements and augments 
the West Central Mountain Network’s fiber project. This project could eventually connect to the 
proposed Great Treasure Valley open access network. 

With a need that is great and support that is high, letters of support accompany this proposal.  For 
support letters, see Appendix B.    

The Need:  AirBridge Broadband Owner David McKnight documents the needs and solutions in his 

support letter. 
The primary challenges we face in delivering quality internet to our customers in rural Northern 
Idaho are two-fold:  1.) Cost:  Each 10 GB fiber connection costs us around $5,000.  2.) Reliability:  
There is only one fiber feed for Idaho and Lewis counties, and whenever there is a fiber cut, all 
providers go down.  Not only do our residents suffer due to consequences of these unconscionably 
excessive fiber costs, but more importantly, our economic opportunities in our communities are 
severely hindered as businesses are unable to secure reliable bandwidth in a cost-effective 
manner.  That is a big deal. 
 
The project will have two benefits:  1.) Competition will have the net effect of driving down the 
cost of a fiber connection.  2.) Redundancy will attenuate the effect of fiber cuts on our single 
fiber connection into the area.  

    
Nez Perce County 911 Coordinator/DIGB2 Representative Dave Taylor provides a public safety 
perspective. 

The proposed middle mile fiber link will be a foundation to support Public Safety Emergency 
Communications and will provide a primary network path for Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG911) 
systems through a large part of rural Idaho. This path along with the current existing paths will 
provide the redundant loops necessary to ensure National Emergency Number Association 
(NENA) standard 99.999% up time that is needed to properly provide 9-1-1 services to the Citizens 
of Idaho. Currently if systems are interrupted, Emergency Communications Centers (ECC) cannot 
receive emergency calls and must transfer 9-1-1 calls to another county. When this occurs all 
wired and wireless services are affected, disabling the timeliness in which First Responders are 
able to receive a radio dispatch and respond to the call costing life-saving time when seconds 
count. Idaho County and Lewis County both experienced this crisis during the pandemic for a 24-
hour period. 
 

Idaho’s north-south middle mile network does not exist because we have been waiting for a commercial 
provider to develop it for 20 years.  Unfortunately, the Return on Investment (ROI) is expected to be low 
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and the risk is too great to attract a commercial provider.  Because Central Idaho is sparsely populated 
with miles of narrow canyons, rock, and elevation changes, construction costs are high.  Public financial 
support is needed and will result in public benefit. Thus, public funding should be dedicated to the most 
flexible and beneficial option for its constituents. 

The Benefits:     
• Resiliency -- This project will protect Central Idaho bandwidth resiliency by providing all 

providers duplicate access to exchange points.  Simply, it allows for more than one 
telecommunication pathway: one in-state and one out-of-state.  If a fiber cable is cut between 
Grangeville and Lewiston or between Riggins and New Meadows, there will be an architecture 
to help ensure no more days of lost service.  Retail businesses can still run credit cards.  
Manufacturers can still transfer digital files and schedule deliveries.  High schools can still offer 
digital learning.  Online mental health appointments can still be provided. A surgeon can still 
request online support during a critical procedure. 

 
• Open Access -- As open access infrastructure, the North-South Middle Mile Network will create 

what Idaho loves—a free market environment. The fibers along the entire network funded by 
this strategic partnership will allow a heretofore unavailable choice for existing “last mile” 
service providers and promote new entrants into communities.  The open access fibers are not 
intended for incumbents and carriers attempting to just pass through the area.  Current and 
future last mile service providers who want to offer services in Central Idaho will be able to 
purchase connections from the middle mile network path to extend their last mile networks to 
reliable and cost-effective internet exchange locations at standard rates, not what the market 
will bear. This will minimize service monopolies that tend to keep prices high and services low.  
It will create a fair playing field for all (small, midsize, and large companies) broadband 
providers. 

 

• BEAD -- This middle mile network positions Central Idaho communities for National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration’s BEAD funding for last mile infrastructure.  
By Federal Communication Commission data standards, the project will directly benefit three 
under-served Central Idaho communities and 3,763 people.  It will also directly benefit four 
communities (population of 23,972) currently with only one provider providing 100/20 Mbps.  In 
total, the network will benefit at least 30 anchor institutions.  In addition, the middle mile 
network will serve Idaho statewide by providing a north to south fiber network within Idaho for 
the first time!  

 
With this kind of strategy where middle mile is the priority, Idaho can achieve our goal of 100% high 
speed internet availability to Idaho businesses and residents by 2027.  
  

Project Readiness: This proposal is a presentation of the possible. This project is not just an idea.  It 

is “shovel-ready”, except for permitting, with the concept thoroughly considered and engineered.  It is 

ready to execute.  

Meeting Idaho’s Broadband Future:  The Idaho North-South Middle Mile Network connecting 

Grangeville to Star is built by a partnership of people who are committed to a statewide middle mile 
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strategy.  It offers a true public-private partnership to connect northern Idaho to southern Idaho with 

open access.  Idaho’s $20 million financial support will be a fraction of the actual costs to create this 

missing link in Idaho’s broadband strategy.  The 198-mile network will provide Idaho with a competitive 

advantage for the BEAD last mile federal funding for rural Idaho.  It will ensure accessible, affordable, 

and reliable broadband for Idaho businesses, schools, public institutions, hospitals, and residents. It will 

stimulate rural economic growth. With a full broadband network in place, every Idaho community can 

prosper.  Rural Idaho communities will not just survive—they will thrive!   

 

Idaho Regional Optical Network 
(IRON) 

 
Brent Stacey, President/CEO 

950 W Bannock Street, Ste 1100 
Boise, ID  83702-6140 

Company Phone:  888-611-4766 
Company Website:  www.ironforidaho.net 

Brent.Stacey@ironforidaho.net   
Brent’s Phone:  208-520-4617 

Intermountain Infrastructure Group 
(IIG) 

 
Jeff Yount, President/CEO 
533 Airport Blvd, Suite 400  

Burlingame, CA  94010-2013 
Company Phone:  970-443-9943 

Company Website:  www.intermountainig.com 
jeff.yount@intermountainig.com   

Jeff’s Phone:  303-810-4006 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.ironforidaho.net/
mailto:Brent.Stacey@ironforidaho.net
http://www.intermountainig.com/
mailto:jeff.yount@intermountainig.com
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Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 

A Fiber Connection between Grangeville and Star 

Appendix A – Project Route 
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1. Airbridge Broadband 
2. Avista Utilities 
3. Cascade Chamber 
4. Cascade Fire District 
5. Cascade Medical Center 
6. Cascade Public Library 
7. Cascade School District 
8. City of Boise 
9. City of Cascade 
10. City of Grangeville 
11. City of Lewiston 
12. City of New Meadows 
13. City of Riggins 
14. City of White Bird 
15. Clearwater County Board of County 

Commissioners 
16. Clearwater Economic Development 

Association 
17. District 2 Interoperability Governance 

Board  
18. Donnelly Public Library 
19. Greater Donnelly Area Chamber 
20. Idaho Commission of Libraries 
21. Idaho County Board of County 

Commissioners 
22. Idaho Hospital Association 
23. Idaho State Board of Education 

24. Ida-Lew Economic Development 
25. Imagine Idaho 
26. Latah County Board of County 

Commissioners 
27. Lewis County Board of County 

Commissioners 
28. McCall Donnelly School District 
29. McCall Fire 
30. McCall Greater Chamber 
31. McCall Public Library 
32. Mountain View School District 244 
33. Nez Perce -Clearwater National Forests 

Supervisor's Office 
34. Nez Perce County Board of County 

Commissioners 
35. Paulsen, Dave and Doris (veteran, 

retired) 
36. St. Luke's McCall 
37. Syringa General Hospital 
38. University of Idaho (Information 

Technology) 
39. University of Idaho (President's Office) 
40. University of Idaho (Extension) 
41. Valley County Board of County 

Commissioners 
42. Valley Vision Economic Development 

Lewis-Clark Valley 
 
These additional support letters were sent directly to the Idaho Department of Commerce.  We did not 
directly receive copies:   

1. McCall Store 
2. Serfdom Industries 



BROADBAND

 
December 16, 2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 

Re: -South Middle Mile Network 
 Letter of Support 

 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 
 

This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain Infrastructure 
Group  public/private partnership for an open access middle mile broadband proposal from Grangeville 
to Star.  It broadband strategic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, 
reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho 
communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The 

-access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally 
provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  
 
My name is David McKnight and I am one of the co-owners of AirBridge Broadband - a wireless 
internet service provider located in Grangeville, Idaho. We provide internet to 5,000+ homes and
businesses in Idaho, Lewis, Clearwater, Nez Perce, and Latah counties. We currently employ 18 
individuals in our rural communities, and we are focused on providing the fastest internet at the
most affordable price.  Our plans range from $40 to $100 a month, and we charge the same price 
for both homes and businesses. We also donate free internet to local governments, first 
responders, teen centers, charities, churches, and other deserving community organizations.  At
present, we donate over $20,000 per month in internet services to organizations that benefit our 
local communities. 
 
AirBridge Broadband currently utilized three 10GB fiber feeds originating from Seattle (two) and
Salt Lake City (one) to feed our network of 5,000+ customers- who then utilize this 
bandwidth for anything from surfing the internet, watching TV I video, VOIP, telehealth, 
uploading or downloading huge files for business purposes, etc. 
 



 
The primary challenges we face in delivering quality internet to our customers in rural Northern 
Idaho are two fold: 
 

Cost- each 10GB fiber connection costs us around $5,000. 
 

Reliability- there is only one fiber feed into Idaho and Lewis County, and whenever there is
a fiber cut coming in from Lewiston, all providers go down, including 911 emergency 
services.  Not only do our residents suffer due to consequences of these unconscionably 
excessive fiber costs, but more importantly, our economic opportunities in our 
communities are severely hindered as businesses are unable to secure reliable bandwidth
in a cost-effective manner. That is a big deal.  Without internet that is both reliable and
cost effective, our local communities will soon find themselves no better off than the city 
of Radiator Springs from the animated movie Cars. 

 
AirBridge Broadband is eager and excited to support the North Central Idaho Middle Mile Project.
It will have the following two benefits: 
 
Competition will have the net effect of driving down the cost of a fiber connection 
Redundancy will attenuate the effect of fiber cuts on our single fiber connection into the area.
Going forward, if there were a fiber cut on either fiber line, our communities  would still be 
connected to the internet. 
 
It is our opinion that (1) a greater percentage of our rural communities will enjoy the benefits of
being connected to the rest of the world via fiber as a direct result of this project, (2) significant 
economic growth in our local communities will become tangible, and (3) we will no longer be cut
off from the rest of the world anytime there is a fiber cut leading into our area. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
 
David McKnight 
AirBridge BroadbandI Co-Owner 
 



 
803 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 



 



Cascade Chamber of Commerce | 208.382.3833 101 South Main Street, PO Box 571, Cascade, ID 83611 www.cascadechamber.com

Tom Reinhardt 



November 22, 2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 

Re: -South Middle Mile Network 
 Letter of Support 

 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 
 
This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain Infrastructure 

tegic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with 
accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This middle mile network will prepare Central 
Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD 
funding.  T -access middle mile in Grangeville and 
help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  

 
I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself. I m Steven Hull and I m the Fire Chief at 
Cascade Rural Fire Protection District.  We are located in the West Central Mountains in Cascade, 
Idaho. 

 
We support this project since we rely heavily on broadband. We receive our Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) alerts through our Mobile Data Te
when we are responding to emergencies, we can get updates from our dispatch center without having 
to ask for it.  We can see it in real time as the dispatchers enter it. As a rural area, a lot of our response 
area has limited coverage. Increased fiber connection would greatly benefit Cascade Rural Fire 
Protection District during emergency response. With limited broadband coverage, we rely on our 
radios for communication, which are not reliable 100% of the time.  Communication is always a 

 The North-South Middle Network would 
be an enormous benefit for our organization.  

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
  Steven Hull 

Fire Chief 
Cascade Rural Fire Protection Districte 



 

Tom Reinhardt 











12/7/2022

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D.
State Broadband Program Manager
Idaho Department of Commerce
700 W. State Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

Re: North-South Middle Mile Network Letter of Support

Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board:

This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain 

broadband proposal from Grangeville to Star.  I
strategic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-
speed internet.  This middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last 
mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The 

-access middle mile in Grangeville and 
help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho.

The City of Boise and Ada County also developed an open access middle mile 
broadband proposal called the Greater Treasure Valley Network (GTVN). This network is 
designed to loop around Ada County and connect to outlying rural communities and 
to the un/under areas of Ada County, including Star. We believe these two prospective 
networks should be designed to connect to each other, to provide needed resiliency 
and access to the colocation centers in Ada County. In fact, we believe all federally 
and state funded open access networks be required to connect to each other, to 
create a more connected and resilient, but not overbuilt, statewide open access 
network. 

Sincerely,

Lauren McLean
Mayor
City of Boise
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November 28, 2022 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 

Re: Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 
 Letter  of Support 

Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 

This letter is to affirm support from the Clearwater Economic Development Association (CEDA) for the 
Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain Infrastructure Group’s public/private partnership 
for an open access middle mile broadband proposal from Grangeville to Star.  The project partners are 
seeking $20 million in state commitment.   This project supports Idaho’s 2027 broadband strategic goal 
of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This middle 
mile network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to 
successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The network will link into the Port of Lewiston’s open-access 
middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  

CEDA is a non-profit community and economic development organization that has served north central 
Idaho since 1968.  Our membership and board is anchored by elected representatives from Nez Perce, 
Latah, Lewis, and Idaho counties, as well as education, the Nez Perce Tribe, partner organizations, and 
the private sector.   CEDA has been a champion for establishing and improving broadband service for 
our region’s communities and businesses for 20 years.  It is addressed in our official regional planning 
document, the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy, we have engaged with providers, and 
we have directly secured funding to improve incremental access in our region.    
 
Our priority these past few years is to establish a redundant, open access fiber system for our region 
and to create a north-south connection.   With the leadership of the Port of Lewiston, District 2 
Interoperability Governance Board, and Idaho Regional Optical Network, this effort is converging to 
create a robust, truly open-access, dark-fiber network to benefit residents, governments, communities, 
and businesses across the state.    
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

 

Dodd Snodgrass 
Executive Director 



           
 

Clearwater, Idaho, Latah, Lewis, Nez Perce Counties; Nezperce Tribe; Cities of Lewiston and Moscow; District II Local, State, and 
Federal Planning Participants 
 

              North-Central Idaho- District 2 Interoperability Governance Board 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board      December 2, 2022 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 

re: Letter of Support- -South Middle Mile Network 
  

Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 

This letter supports the Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) and Intermountain Infrastructure 
 (IIG) public/private partnership proposal to establish an open access, middle mile broadband 

architecture that will connect Grangeville to Star, Idaho.  The initiative underscores Ida
broadband strategic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-
speed internet.  This middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile 
infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The proposed network will 

-access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally provide 
infrastructure that will connect north and south Idaho, within the state of Idaho. 
 
Further, an engineering study has also been completed to construct a redundant broadband path that 
will connect Grangeville and Orofino, Idaho.  This assessment has recommended the construction path 
and identified the required capital necessary to establish this complimentary fiber path and link it into 
the Port of Lewiston and IRON/IIG projects.  
 
The District 2 Interoperability Governance Board  membership of public safety officials, tribal and 
elected public officials from the five north-central Idaho Counties and Nez Perce Tribe have long sought 
to establish these vital links.  The IRON/IIG open access proposal will achieve this goal. 
 
In addition to providing direct economic, education. governmental and healthcare benefits, the 
IRON/IIG project proposal will also provide the bandwidth, speeds and available middle mile network 
redundancy that will finally enable PSAP 9-1-1 call taking and public safety emergency response 
functions to be transferred from one dispatch center to another across the five counties from Moscow 
to Grangeville in the event of a local service loss or disaster emergency.  The IRON/IIG proposal is the 
most robust, the strongest resourced, best-defined effort to build this middle mile segment to support 
last mile public and private connectivity DIGB2 has encountered.  We unequivocally endorse this 
proposal and commend it to the Idaho Broadband Advisory Board for funding. 

 
Sincerely, 
Jerry Zumalt 
District 2 DIGB Chair 







 

325 W. State St. Boise, ID 83702 
208-334-2150   .   800-458-3271   .   Fax 208-334-4016 

The Idaho Commission for Libraries assists libraries  
to build the capacity to best serve their communities.

December 6, 2022 
 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 

Re: -South Middle Mile Network 
 Letter of Support 

 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board,  
 
I am writing to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) and Intermountain 

 mile broadband proposal 
from Grangeville to Star. 
accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet to all of Idaho. The middle mile network will 
prepare central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully 

-access middle mile in 
Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho. 
 
Increasing access to broadband, and the resulting services and resources it provides, is a key strategy in 
the work of the Idaho Commission for Libraries and the communities we serve across the state. The 
Idaho libraries we work with 
a great proportion of Idaho residents, especially our most vulnerable populations.  
 
The State Librarian serves with IRON representatives on the Western State Pact Broadband Group and 
we continue to meet regularly to discuss ways to expand digital access. 
strong partnership and support of community anchor institutions, including libraries. 
commitment to creating a middle mile backbone for our state will help ensure that residents in central 
Idaho have the reliable, affordable broadband they need to access critical services, including education, 
workforce development, and health care.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Stephanie Bailey-White 
State Librarian 

 
 
 





 



 

 
 
December 12, 2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 

 
This letter is to affirm the Office of the State Board of Education s support for the Idaho Regional Optical 
Network (IRON) and Intermountain Infrastructure Group  public/private partnership for an open access 
middle mile broadband proposal from Grangeville to Star.  This partnership would support 
broadband strategic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed 
internet.  The middle mile network will prepare central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure 
and set Idaho up to successfully compete for Broadband Equity, Access, and Deployment (BEAD) 
Program -access middle mile in 
Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  

 
As you know, the State Board of Education provides general governance and supervision of all public 
education (kindergarten  Ph.D.) in the state.  Access to uniform and thorough education is a 
constitutional mandate the framers of our state envisioned over 130 years ago.  However, the rapid 
increase of technology-based instruction puts students in our rural and remote schools at a distinct 
disadvantage when it comes to access to instructional content enjoyed by students at urban and 
suburban schools in our state.  Indeed, no fiber exists between Grangeville and Riggins, and only limited 
fiber present from Riggins to Star.  Increasing middle-mile fiber connectivity will enhance delivery of 
online instruction by the Idaho Digital Learning Academy (www.idahodigitallearning.org/) and Online 
Idaho (www.online.idaho.edu). 

 
For these reasons, I respectfully request your support for the IRON/IIG partnership proposal. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Matt Freeman 
Executive Director 







Latah County
COMMISSIONERS

 
December 5, 2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Re: -South Middle Mile Network 
Letter of Support 
 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 
 

This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain 

proposal from Grangeville to Star.  It supports 
providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This 
middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set 
Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The network will link into the Port of 

-access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to 
connect north and south Idaho. 
 

Latah County is located in North Central Idaho. We are a rich agricultural and timber region as 
well as home to many thriving businesses and the University of Idaho. We are also one of the 
most underserved areas of the state in regards to broadband infrastructure due to our diverse 
geography and the distances between our communities. Latah County has formed a broadband 
coalition to assess and address middle mile needs unique to Latah County, but we need a 
regional effort to address the backbone of fiber that will then serve the ribs that can stretch 
into all areas of our diverse county. 
 

Broadband has become a critical infrastructure need throughout the state of Idaho and the 
country. It is needed for emergency communications, education, telehealth, and business 
attraction and expansion. The Grangeville to Star project will finally connect northern Idaho to 
Southern Idaho without having to pass out of our state and then return. This will create 
redundancy and resilience. Open access fiber will entice our local Internet Service Providers to 



provide last mile service to the farmers, timber professionals, and aspiring businesses that are 
located within Latah County. If we can have equivalent access to education, telehealth and 
communication technologies for all of Latah County then our county and our region will remain 
strong and competitive with other parts of the state and country. 
Thanks for your consideration of this request. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

Kathie LaFortune 
Chair 
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December 11, 2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 

 
Re: -South Middle Mile Network 
  

Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board, 

This letter is on behalf of the McCall Area Chamber of Commerce and Visitors Bureau 
(MACCVB) Board of Directors in support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and 

en access middle 

strategic goal of providing 100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed 
internet.  This middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile 
infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The network will 

-access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally 
provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  

The MACCVB is the concerted voice of local businesses and organizations, supporting their 
sustainability as well as the sustainability of the community at large. We are committed to 
striving for a healthy community with a sought-after quality of life.  

As a local organization that works closely with business owners and the community, we have 
seen the disadvantages our region has to face to find reliable broadband resources and the 
impacts it has also had on our small businesses, governments, and residents. We are committed 
to assisting the West Central Mountains Economic Development Council and its partners with 
this work and enthusiastically endorse this application. 

We thank you in advance for your consideration.  
 
Sincerely,  
The McCall Area Chamber of Commerce & Visitors Bureau Board of Directors 
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Re: Letter of Support for Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network  
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December 5, 2022 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 

Re: Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 
 Letter of Support 

Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 
 
This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain 
Infrastructure Group’s public/private partnership for an open access middle mile broadband 
proposal from Grangeville to Star.  It supports Idaho’s 2027 broadband strategic goal of providing 
100% of Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This middle mile 
network will prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to 
successfully compete for BEAD funding.  The network will link into the Port of Lewiston’s open-
access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and 
south Idaho. 
 
I am the Superintendent of Schools for the McCall-Donnelly Joint School District in Valley and 
Adams County. Bringing reliable and affordable high-speed internet to the region would immensely 
help the school district. Not only would it make our day-to-day operations more seamless, but it 
would also assist students and families with having the resources they need be successful in school, 
while at home. An opportunity like this would mean students would have a better chance of having 
affordable, dependable internet at home where they can complete their homework in the comfort of 
their own home, rather than some students needing to go elsewhere that has this same option with 
perhaps more distractions. Bringing high-speed broadband to the Valley would have many more 
benefits to these families, not just education oriented. I am completely in support of this project. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Pingrey 
Superintendent of Schools 
McCall-Donnelly Joint School District #421 
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Dave and Doris Paulsen                                                                                            November 26, 2022 

1638 Timber Circle P.O. Box 638 

McCall, Idaho   83638 

 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 

C/O Ramon Hobdey-Sanchez, J.D. 

State Broadband Program Manager 

Idaho Department of Commerce 

Boise, Idaho  83702 

 

Regarding:  Letter of Support to: 

        -South Middle Mile Network 

Dear Sir: 

We are sending this letter to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain 
dband network 

Broadband Strategic Goal 
of providing 100% of Idaho with reliable, affordable and accessible HIGH SPEED INTERNET. With all the 
changes in how people, communities, schools, hospitals, community services, small and  far reaching 
businesses interact today, the entire state of Idaho needs this infrastructure to stay competitive as well 
as protect the people of this great state. With this Network in place, Central Idaho cities, towns and 
villages will be able to successfully compete for BEAD funding to bring high speed internet to their local 
communities linking the entire state from north to south  and keep  Idaho competitive in the 
everchanging  healthcare, education and business world. 

My husband, a disabled Veteran and I, personally depend on safe, fast, reliable services for our heath 
care and banking needs in the small, growing community of McCall, Idaho in Valley County. 

Thank you for your time. 

 

Sincerely, 

Dave and Doris Paulsen 

  



Dec. 9, 2022 

Idaho Broadband Advisory Board
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Re: Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network Letter of Support 
 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board, 
 
This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain Infrastructure 
Group’s public/private partnership for an open access middle mile broadband proposal from Grangeville to 
Star.  It supports Idaho’s 2027 broadband strategic goal of providing 100 percent of Idaho with accessible, 
reliable, and affordable high-speed internet. This middle mile network will prepare Central Idaho 
communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully compete for BEAD funding. The 
network will link into the Port of Lewiston’s open-access middle mile in Grangeville and help to finally provide 
infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho  
 
St. Luke’s McCall is a 15-bed Critical Access Hospital that is part of the St. Luke’s Health System that serves 
Valley County, Adams County and a portion of Idaho County. We’re a modern rural hospital offering a wide 
range of services. These include our 24-hour emergency department, orthopedics, surgical care, maternal and 
childbirth services, sleep medicine, hospice care, and more. We also have several affiliated outpatient clinics 
that serve our patients in the West Central Mountains. 
 
Having reliable high-speed internet available throughout our service area supports our objective to 
increase access to high quality and affordable health care. Technology allows us to connect with our 
patients through improved communication with providers, access to patient’s electronic medical records, 
telehealth and remote patient monitoring. 
 
St. Luke’s McCall supports the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain Infrastructure group’s 
efforts to improve access to reliable and affordable high-speed internet to Central Idaho communities. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Amber Green 
St. Luke’s McCall Chief Operating and Nursing Officer 









12-22-2022 
 
Idaho Broadband Advisory Board 
c/o Ramón S. Hobdey-Sánchez, J.D. 
State Broadband Program Manager 
Idaho Department of Commerce 
700 W. State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
 
Re: North-South Middle Mile Network Letter of Support 

 
Dear Idaho Broadband Advisory Board: 
 
This letter is to affirm support for the Idaho Regional Optical Network and Intermountain 

from Grangeville to Star.  I
Idaho with accessible, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet.  This middle mile network will 
prepare Central Idaho communities for last mile infrastructure and set Idaho up to successfully 

-access middle mile 
in Grangeville and help to finally provide infrastructure to connect north and south Idaho. 
 
I am the Extension educator in Valley County, and I work in an internet limited rural community. 
Having reliable and fast internet is a challenge. To work in an area with this limited resource a lot of 
patience is required, and some tasks are out of the scope of my abilities due to internet speed. For 
example, I know that upload speeds are close to impossible at some locations in the county and 

a speed test is conducted or the service provided, it is less than 
adequate. In my last office in the county, we had an updated Ziply plan and we were getting 20 
download and 5 upload mbps (July 2021). Our new office (now located in town) is getting 40 
download and 10 upload mbps. 
 
This region would tremendously benefit from quicker internet speeds. This would create more 
opportunities to run efficient businesses for current organizations in the region and support new 
opportunities remote workers moving to rural communities. In 2023, UI Extension will be launching a 

curriculum and leadership with effort. You can learn 
more about the Rural Online Initiative on the website.  

 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Melissa B. Hamilton 
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Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 

A Fiber Connection between Grangeville and Star 

Appendix C – Assumptions/Schedule 
 

Fundamental Assumptions: 
 

• The project will strive to use Idaho labor where possible 
• Most supplies are already purchased; however, supply chain delays for any additional supplies 

and equipment may impact the proposed timeline 
• The project will coordinate with communities along the route to optimize middle-mile access 

given project funding 
• Last mile segments are not included in the schedule or cost 
• The Port of Lewiston's middle-mile project will complete the Grangeville to Moscow open-access 

middle-mile section 
• Permitting processes and approvals will support the proposed timeline 

 
Project Schedule: 
 

Task  

Duration 

in 

Quarters 

from 

Award  

Quarter  

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  

Complete Award Process  1                                         

Complete Engineering & 

Community Consultation  4                                         

Material Acquisition  4                                         

Permitting  4                                         

Construction  8                                         

Equipment Installation  4                                         

Fiber Placement  2                                         

System Initialization/ 
Testing/Turn-up  

1                                         

Project Documentation Closeout  1                                         
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Creating Idaho’s North-South Middle Mile Network 
A Fiber Connection between Grangeville and Star 

Appendix D – Responses  
BBAB Questions from 01-11-23 Board 

Meeting 
 

Please add this Exhibit D to our original proposal.  This Appendix addresses the questions of the Idaho 

Broadband Advisory Board (IBAB) that were discussed at the IBAB Meeting on January 11, 2023 and 

distributed in the January 13, 2023 email from Idaho Broadband Manager Ramon Hobdey-Sanchez.  

 
1. How much of the project’s match is cash?   

 
Idaho Regional Optical Network (IRON) and Intermountain Infrastructure Group (IIG) are 
committing $60 million cash match to the construction of a middle mile network between 
Grangeville and Star, Idaho.  This cash includes costs for permitting, contracting, community 
engagement/design, equipment purchases, construction, and network testing for the 198-mile, 
288-strand fiber network.   
 
IRON/IIG match does not include cash that was spent on prior built, related projects or in-kind 
services consisting of  estimated values by 3rd party support or the value of prior built IRON/IIG 
assets. 
 
With total project costs estimated at $80 million, IRON and IIG are committing 75% of the cash 
needed to complete the middle mile network.  
    

2. Please provide a timeline for the project described in the proposal, including the start date 
and completion date. 
 
As per our project schedule previously submitted (Appendix C, proposal), IRON and IIG are 
prepared to start the project as soon as a contract with the State of Idaho is fully executed.  
From the date of award to the full construction and turn-up of the network (the ability to sell 
services), we expect the project will take thirty-six months to complete.  For more schedule 
detail, see Appendix C. 

 
3. Does the project described in the proposal qualify as middle-mile?   

 
YES, according to the definition distributed in the January 13, 2023 email from Idaho Broadband 

Manager Ramon Hobdey-Sanchez, the proposed network is exclusively “middle mile 

infrastructure.” 
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IRON/IIG Proposal – Page 2 

 

 
4. Does the project described in the proposal qualify for funding under either ARPA (Capital 

Projects Fund) or IIJA (BEAD Program)? 
 
As proposed, the Idaho North-South Middle Mile Project does not qualify for ARPA (Capital 
Projects Fund) or IIJA (BEAD Program) funding because it is exclusively a middle mile project.  
 

This project will strategically position the State of Idaho to more successfully compete for last-
mile, federally funded projects. 

 
For More Information: 

 
Should there be additional questions, please contact IRON President/CEO Brent Stacey at 
brent.stacey@ironforidaho.com or 208-520-4617. 

 

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/coronavirus/assistance-for-state-local-and-tribal-governments/capital-projects-fund
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/coronavirus/assistance-for-state-local-and-tribal-governments/capital-projects-fund
https://broadbandusa.ntia.doc.gov/broadband-equity-access-and-deployment-bead-program
mailto:brent.stacey@ironforidaho.com
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